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EvilSystem
Best practices



• flexible & maintainable system 

• enable efficient workflow + teamwork 

• independent of specific game mechanics 
+ support content

Best practices



we



We create games to make  
the world a better place!



educational  
games

3 People
    2013

sustainable  
business model

mobile / web 
console / desktop



6+ People
    2019

mobile / web 
console / desktop
sustainable  
business model

educational  
games



Some of our clients.



Some of our games.



why



Squirrel & Bär: Learn English



artist 
 

creates assets  
+ animations

game designer 

rebuilds levels,  
asset setup, scripting, 

writes dialogues

programmer 

creates core functions, 
scripting gameplay, 

feedback, UI

make 
build 

testing
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transparent logic



Basel 1610  • SOS Ostsee

Problems of 3rd party tools (Unity):  
- build for „beginners“ 

- no unified file management 

- tedious setup (content!) 



the Greener Woods 

Problems of 3rd party tools:  
- only for „standard mechanics“ 

- dependent on support / hard to maintain 

- conflicts between tools



Can we optimize  
our workflow ?



yes Workflow analysis
Customer Journey with team: 
 * Are there any repetitive tasks? Can they be automated? 
    * What steals our creative time? 
 * Defining „overlapping tasks“ (between departments). 
 * What applications are we using? Are they working? 
 * What are the teams most „hated“ tasks?



how
design considerations 
EvilSystem



- represent full workflow  (design / art / code / qa) 

- power/access for game designers (content / logic) 

- dialogue handling (branching / localisation) 

EvilSystem 
design considerations

designers



- maintainable & independent (Unity / 3rd party tools) 

- flexible (features / mechanics / iterations) 

- unified file management (one place) 

EvilSystem 
design considerations

coders



- read- & writeable logic (source code) 

- independent of specific mechanics

EvilSystem 
design considerations

important



I can change 
everything  
on my own!

designers



One  
accessible  

place!

coders



important

Love to reuse for 
future projects! 



how
implementation 
EvilSystem



Visual  
Scripting

Content 
Management

additional  
Utilities

EvilSystem

Unity



EvilSystem
tech



Visual  
Scripting

Content 
Management

additional  
Utilities

EvilSystem

Unity



-  content model saves entities as  
         „abstract entity contents“ 

-  entities can receive 
         -  string, integer or bool variables 
         -  GameObjects on runtime 
         -  different „states“ use „behaviors“  
             (e.g. door open or door closed)

Content Management



- entities can be added to categories 

- entities manage 
- scene representation  

   (e.g. rooms & closeups) 
- UI elements

Content Management



A flexible & 
maintainable  

system!



EvilSystem
designers



Squirrel & Bear: Europe (in development)

- 2,5D adventure 
- gameplay driven 

- multiplatform 

- ~sequential levels 

- dialogues (voice!) 

- puzzles



Visual  
Scripting

Content 
Management

additional  
Utilities

EvilSystem

Unity



node editor defines game flow 

- game flow follows one node after the other on runtime 

- nodes follow hierarchy of nested elements (!lower level)

Visual Scripting



game flow 

- calls tasks / UI elements 

- reacts to GameEvents  / conditions 

Visual Scripting



yes Setup
Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Task Editor



Task Editor

yes Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Setup



Squirrel & Bear: Europe • level design: Bruges, BE



- create new flow element „FindBee“ for Bruges scene 

- trigger dialogue when Squirrel „talks to“ Bee (click on Bee) 

- only Squirrel can reach Bee 

- If Squirrel can reach Bee start dialogue 
else trigger help dialogue of Squirrel



Flow Editor (logic setup)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)







- create new flow element „FindBee“ for Bruges scene 

- trigger dialogue when Squirrel „talks to“ Bee (click on Bee) 

- only Squirrel can reach Bee 

- If Squirrel can reach Bee start dialogue 
else trigger help dialogue of Squirrel



Flow Editor • Conditions



Task!



Task  
Editor



- create new flow element FindBee for Bruges 

- trigger dialogue when Squirrel „talks to“ Bee (click on Bee) 

- only Squirrel can reach Bee 

- If Squirrel can reach Bee start dialogue 
else trigger help dialogue of Squirrel



Squirrel & Bear: Europe (in development)



Readable setup  
of games flow  

& its logic!



Simkult • Restaurant Simulation

- isometric game 
- restaurant simulation 

- multiplayer 

- gameplay driven 

- math heavy



EvilSystem flow editor • game logic & loop



EvilSystem flow editor • core game loop



EvilSystem flow editor • core game loop





Independent of 
specific game 

mechanics!



yes Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Setup

Task Editor



Task Editor 

 (cut sequences/ 
recurring tasks)



Parallel 



Sequencial 



yes Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Setup

Task Editor



Serena Supergreen and the broken blade

- point & click adventure 
- research project 

- educational game 

- multiplatform 

- content heavy

PC/MAC



yes Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Setup

Task Editor



Adobe Photoshop: setup for scripting export

Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)



Adobe Photoshop: layer setup for batch export



Adobe Photoshop: layer setup for batch export



Unity: batch import & entity setup



batch created pickable object „Sock“ 



batch created depth markers, colliders & nav mesh



Level setup through 
batch processing!



yes Scene Editor 

(visual setup / 
level design)

Flow Editor 

 (logic setup / 
game design)

#1 #2

Setup

Task Editor



Visual  
Scripting

Content 
Management

additional  
Utilities

EvilSystem

Unity



- create initial setup  

- .csv import/export 

- various logs / debug helper / monkey testing

Utilities: Setup



- import/export of dialogue database  

- batch fetch UI element texts 

- generate debug voiceover audio 

- word modification editor 

- RichText & Emoji markup specifier in dialogues

Utilities: Dialogue



text editor dialogue • import with C&P 

Copy & Paste

Dialogue  
Import



EvilSystem • Dialogue Database



EvilSystem Utilities • batch fetch UI text to .csv 



- Adobe Photoshop & Illustrator import/update 

- Spine2D import + setup 

- batch 2D depth sorting 

- batch create random level elements

Utilities: Art



EvilSystem Utilities • 2D batch depth sorting



EvilSystem Utilities • random level asset generation



Leave repetitive 
tasks for the 

machine.



EvilSystem
workflow



Visual  
Scripting

Content 
Management

additional  
Utilities

EvilSystem

Unity

Code



Photoshop OR Illustrator 
2D art assets + characters: pixel or vector 

(individual layers, naming guidelines, 
placement, functions, parallax effect)

Spine 2D 
(rig, animate)

Artist

Tech Art or 
Game Design

export script  
(asset name, function, file size, 

position, category, collider, 
pivot)

Unity 
(create new scene e.g.„room“  

+ import with 1 click)

export script  
(asset name, 

position, rotation)



(create game logic both 
linear or multilinear)

Text Editor 
write dialogues,  

trigger animations or 
„tasks“, add pauses,  

do branching

Game  
Designer

EvilSystem Flow Editor 

(import with 1 click into 
game logic, call tasks, 

modify entities)

Build,  
Test,  
Ship

EvilSystem Task Editor 
(add reoccurring tasks 

both parallel and 
sequential)

EvilSystem Entities 
(setup entities, if not 

created through import, 
use .csv to import, or 

batch selection)

QA



In a nut shell… 



yes What we
love!



One  
accessible  

place!

flexible & maintainable  
system



I can change 
EVERYTHING  
on my own!

enable efficient  
workflow + teamwork



Love to reuse for 
future projects! 

independent of specific 
game mechanics



Boost creativity  
within the 

design process.

bonus



yes Junior Tool Devs 
Start use your tools early! 
    * It will break. It hurts. It takes time.  
    * Iterate: Don’t rewrite, refactor! 
    * Create a feature test project. 
    * Analyse, review, priorities tool! 
    * guidelines / git / good docs



thegoodevil.com

questions?
answers!



thank you

Linda Kruse 
CEO & Game-Designer 
the Good Evil GmbH 
 
linda@thegoodevil.com 
@ldacruz_

the Good Evil GmbH 
Gilbachstraße 22 

50672 Cologne 

+49 221 16 89 42 49 
www.thegoodevil.com
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